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HOW TERRORISM ENDS

Understanding the Decline and Demise of Terrorist Campaigns

Catagory: General

Title Description

Why every terrorist movement comes to an end - and how this history can
help us defeat Al-Quaeda Amid the fear following 9/11 and other recent
terror attacks, it is easy to forget the most important fact about terrorist
campaigns: they always come to an end--and often far more quickly than
expected. Contrary to what many assume, when it comes to dealing with
terrorism it may be more important to understand how it ends than how it
begins. Only by understanding the common ways in which terrorist
movements have died out or been eradicated in the p...

About Author

Audrey Kurth Cronin is Director of the Studies for the Changing Character of
War Program in the Department of Politics and International Relations at
Oxford University. James M. Ludes is former editor-in-chief of National
Security Studies Quarterly, and coeditor of Twenty-First Century Weapons
Proliferation: Are We Ready?
Reviews

Kirkus, August 2019
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Russian

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13856.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13856.html


Author: Volf, Mrioslav,
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Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: Paperback /
softback
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Number of Pages: 340

Publisher: HarperOne

Series: Wisdom

Editor: Joe Smith

Service Provider: Ahmed
Alameri

Price: USD 14.95
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ALLAH

God's Wisdom

Catagory: General

Title Description

Three and a half billion people—the majority of the world’s population—
profess Christianity or Islam. Renowned scholar Miroslav Volf’s controversial
proposal is that Muslims and Christians do worship the same God—the only
God. As Volf reveals, warriors in the “clash of civilizations” have used
“religions”—each with its own god and worn as a badge of identity—to divide
and oppose, failing to recognize the one God whom Muslims and Christians
understand in partly different ways. Writing from a Christian perspective, and
in di...

About Author

Devoted wife and mother. Acclaimed novelist, illustrator, and interpreter of
the American West. At a time when society expected women to concentrate
on family and hearth, Mary Hallock Foote (-) published twelve novels, four
short story collections, almost two dozen stories and essays, and
innumerable illustrations. In Mary Hallock Foote, Darlis A. Willer examines
the life of this gifted and spirited woman from the East as she adapted
herself and her artistic vision to the West.
Reviews

Publishers Weekly, August 2019
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Russian

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13857.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13857.html
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Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: Hardback
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softback

ISBN: 9781453593479

ISBN: 9781453593462

Text Language: English

Publication Year: 2012-
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Number of Pages: 390

Publisher: Oxford
University Press

Series: Angle

Agency: Lee's Literary
Agency

Agent:Naoko Lee

Price: USD 15.95
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ANGELS

Free Spirits

Catagory: Activity Books,Adventure &
Adventurers,General

Title Description

In Angels, Jacqueline Howard offers an insightful and detailed look into the
existence and works of these celestial beings and bolsters her conclusions
with sound biblical information. "Jacqueline Howard offers an insightful and
detailed look into the existence of these celestial beings, and bolsters her
conclusions with sound biblical information. The book, Angels, begins by
defining and describing angelic beings and contrasting the biblical
description of these celestial beings to the commercial images that are
prevalent in the st Century. Ho...

About Author

Devoted wife and mother. Acclaimed novelist, illustrator, and interpreter of
the American West. At a time when society expected women to concentrate
on family and hearth, Mary Hallock Foote (-) published twelve novels, four
short story collections, almost two dozen stories and essays, and
innumerable illustrations. In Mary Hallock Foote, Darlis A. Willer examines
the life of this gifted and spirited woman from the East as she adapted
herself and her artistic vision to the West.
Reviews

Publisher's Weekly, August
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Armenian

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13859.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13859.html
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Resnik, Judith

Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: Paperback /
softback
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Text Language: English

Publication Year: 2018-
07-18

Number of Pages: 225

Edition: 2nd Edition

Editor: Joe Smith

Service Provider: Michael
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Price: USD 15.95
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MIGRATIONS AND MOBILITIES

Migration Sutides in the U.S.

BESTSELLER ON AMAZON

Catagory: Art & Politics,Activity
Books,Personality,General,General

Title Description

In an increasingly globalized world, the movement of peoples across national
borders is posing unprecedented challenges, for the people involved as well
as for the places to which they travel and their countries of origin. Citizenship
is now a topic in focus around the world but much of that discussion takes
place without sufficient attention to the women, men, and children, in and
out of families, whose statuses and treatments depend upon how countries
view their arrival. As essays in this volume detail, both the practices and
theories of citi...

About Author

Devoted wife and mother. Acclaimed novelist, illustrator, and interpreter of
the American West. At a time when society expected women to concentrate
on family and hearth, Mary Hallock Foote (-) published twelve novels, four
short story collections, almost two dozen stories and essays, and
innumerable illustrations. In Mary Hallock Foote, Darlis A. Willer examines
the life of this gifted and spirited woman from the East as she adapted
herself and her artistic vision to the West.
Reviews

What an amazingly fresh voice. I love the author’s style, and the fact that she
doesn’t stop to explain dialect and culture to the reader. Anyone with an out-
of-control sister can relate. NYT
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Armenian

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13860.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/13860.html


Author: Anna Kang

Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: CD-Extra

ISBN: 9781542040235

Text Language: English

Publication Year: 2018-
12-03

Publisher: Small
Publishing

Edition: 2nd

Agency: Small Agency

Agent:Betty Small

Editor: Ed Small

Service Provider: Sally
Small
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You Are Not Small Boxed Set

So Small

How Small Are You?

Catagory: Figurines,Dogs

Title Description

The first three books in the award-winning series now in a beautiful boxed
set—only from Amazon!For the first time, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award
winner You Are (Not) Small and companion books That’s (Not) Mine and I Am
(Not) Scared are available in a beautiful boxed set. With expressive
illustrations and simple text, these tales show two fuzzy friends navigating
differences in size and perspective, sharing, growing their friendship, and
being afraid. The books are ideal for reading aloud and for children who are
learning to read independently...

About Author

In The Seasoned Life Ayesha Curry shares 100 of her favorite recipes and
invites readers into the home she has made with her two daughters and her
husband Stephen Curry. Ayesha knows firsthand what it is like to be a busy
mom and wife, and she knows that for her family, time in the kitchen and
around the table is where that balance begins
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Albanian Arabic Bulgarian
Castilian Chinese (Simplified) English

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/327874.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/327874.html


Author: Chrissy Teigen

Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: Paperback /
softback

ISBN: 9781524759728

Text Language: English

Publication Year: 2018-
12-12

Number of Pages: 256

Publisher: Clarkson Potter

Price: USD 16.95
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Cravings: Hungry for More

A Cookbook

Catagory: Cooking

Title Description

Cravings: Hungry for More takes us further into Chrissy’s kitchen . . . and life.
It’s a life of pancakes that remind you of blueberry pie, eating onion dip with
your glam squad, banana bread that breaks the internet, and a little
something called Pad Thai Carbonara. After two years of parenthood, falling
in love with different flavors, and relearning the healing power of comfort
food, this book is like Chrissy’s new edible diary: recipes for quick-as-a-snap
meals; recipes for lighter, brighter, healthier-ish living; and recipes that, wel...

About Author

For years, she’s been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her favorite
recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to John’s famous fried
chicken with spicy honey butter to her mom’s Thai classics.
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Afrikaans Castilian Chinese (Simplified)
Croatian Danish English
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Author: Robert Dallek

Offered by: Richard Black

Binding Type: Paperback /
softback

ISBN: 978-0060722302

Text Language: English

Publication Year: 2019-
08-12

Number of Pages: 752

Publisher: Harper Collins

Edition: 1st Edition

Price: USD 14.95
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Nixon and Kissinger

Partners in Power

AMAZON BEST SELLER!

Catagory: Comparative Politics,General,History

Title Description

With the publication of his magisterial biography of John F. Kennedy, An
Unfinished Life, Robert Dallek cemented his reputation as one of the greatest
historians of our time. Now, in this epic joint biography, he offers a
provocative, groundbreaking portrait of a pair of outsize leaders whose
unlikely partnership dominated the world stage and changed the course of
history. More than thirty years after working side-by-side in the White House,
Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger remain two of the most compelling,
contradictory, and powerful men in ...

About Author

Tapping into a wealth of recently declassified archives, Robert Dallek
uncovers fascinating details about Nixon and Kissinger's tumultuous
personal relationship and the extent to which they struggled to outdo each
other in the reach for achievements in foreign affairs.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY: Starred Review. Bestselling author Dallek (An
Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy) delivers what will quickly become
recognized as a classic of modern history: the definitive analysis of Richard
Nixon and Henry Kissinger's complex, often troubled partnership in running
American foreign policy from January 1969 through August 1974. Dallek has
had unprecedented access to major new resources, including transcriptions
(20,000 pages) of Kissinger's telephone conversations as secretary of state,
unreleased audio files of key Nixon tel...
Rights on Sale

MORE DETAILS AND PURCHASE OPTIONS 

Spanish

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/331948.html
https://www.pubmatch.com/book/331948.html
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